Calcite is also called
calcium carbonate. It is
abrasive and scrubs the
food off of your teeth.
Move back one space!

Move ahead two spaces

RUTILE

Quartz thickens toothpaste and comes from a
mine. Move back two
spaces!

Mica is light and soft. It
forms in the Earth in
flakes. It is slightly
abrasive to scrub your
teeth clean!

Did you know that
toothpaste is made of
ingredients that come
from mining?

Most mica is mined in
India, but some flake
mica is produced in the
US. This goes into your
toothpaste.

Did you brush your
pearly whites today?
What are the ingrediants
in toothpaste?

Sodium fluoride comes
from the mineral
fluorite and makes
your teeth strong!

You didn’t get enough
whitening rutile.
Go back one space!

Quartz is mined in the
United States, Australia,
New Zealand, and India.
Move ahead 2 spaces!

Do you know the
ingredients in toothpaste
or where to find them?

Move ahead two spaces

MICA

You have strong,
healthy teeth from
sodium fluoride.
Move ahead two
spaces!

Rutile (titanium dioxide)
is mined in Florida to
make white paint, plastic,
paper and toothpaste!

Toothpaste’s mined
ingredients make your
smile look clean and
sparkly every day!

Your teeth need a scrubbing. Play on to see
what minerals are in your toothpaste.

Calcite is mined
in the form of
limestone and
dolomite.

Move ahead two spaces

CALCITE

Calcite is in
toothpaste, paint,
plastic and
paper. It comes
from mines!

Silica is
silicon dioxide
or quartz.
It is in your
toothpaste!

Silicon is
one of the
most common
elements in
the Earth’s
crust.

Move ahead two spaces

QUARTZ

Calcium
fluoride is
mined from
the Earth.
Its fluoride
fights cavities!

You forgot your
toothpaste.
Go back two
spaces!

You ate
sticky candy.
Go back
two spaces!

Mica is a mineral
in toothpaste.
It adds sparkle
and makes your
teeth sparkle too!

Fluorite
provides enamel
strengthening power.

Fluorite

Move ahead two spaces

A MINING AND MINERALS GAME

Game Pieces

A game that makes you ask:
Where do they find the
materials to make the things I
use everyday?

The answers may surprise you!

Spinner Arrow

Cut the arrow out on the dotted line. Attach
the arrow to the spinner board using a brad
on the center x.

Cut the game pieces out on the dotted line. On each game
piece, cut the center dotted line. Fold one flap to the front
and the other to the back to create a standing game piece.

Set the game board, all pieces are placed on START.
Use either the arrow for the spinner using a brad or a
paper clip and a pencil point to create a spinner.
Determine the first player either by age or by spinning;
highest number goes first.
Move your player the number that you spin.
Read your space aloud to all the players.
The first one to the FINISH space is the winner.

A Vocabulary Match Game
Draw a line to match the word with the correct definition.

A scientist who works with chemicals and knows how
they react.

Mining Engineer

A naturally, occurring substance obtained from the
ground for use.

Geologist

Ore Deposits
Extract

A worker who uses and sometimes works on
machines or equipment.
To remove or to take out, especially by effort or force.

To perform a series of operations in order to change
or preserve something.

Chemist

A scientist who knows about rocks and minerals and
how they are formed.

Expert

Process
Equipment Operator
Mineral

A professional who problem solves how to extract
rocks and minerals from the Earth.
A group of rocks or minerals that can be mined
at a profit.
Make a hole by digging.

A person with a special knowledge or ability who
performs skillfully.

Transport

The movement of people and goods from one place
to another.

Excavate

A Mathematics Connection
Draw a line to match the number to the fact using the unit clues and critical thinking.

The height of a haul truck tire.

3.13 million

The depth of the deepest mine in the world, located in
South Africa.

$5.5 million

Number of people in the mining industry.

2.2 miles

The cost of a haul truck used to transport ore
from a mine.

730

Average number of tubes of toothpaste a person uses
in a lifetime.

3.7 million people

Average number of times a person brushes his or her
teeth in a year.

13 feet

Number of pounds of minerals, metals and fuels the
average American will need in their lifetime.

111

Word Search! Find and circle your vocabulary words from the match game in the paragraphs above.
Process engineers and metallurgists make the big rocks into little rocks so that minerals can be extracted. The rocks are
processed in a mill and the end product is the minerals used to make toothpaste. Metallurgists, the chemists of the mining
industry, and other scientists follow the recipe to put all of those minerals to work and make the toothpaste taste good, too.
BUT HOW DOES THIS HAPPEN?
Mining is the process of extraction, or getting the rocks and minerals from the earth. The big job of mining involves scientists, geologists,
engineers and people who know how to safely operate equipment. Geologists have been trained to know how these rocks and minerals
have been formed, and where ore deposits of these minerals can be found. Mining engineers are the problem solvers who devise a plan on
how to get the rocks and minerals out of the ground. Equipment operators use huge machines to drill and blast rocks, transport and
clear the excavated material, and reclaim the land. It takes a large team of experts to get this big job done!
Before your toothpaste goes on your brush, it looks a lot like a pile of rocks!
Those rocks are full of minerals that make up the ingredients that make your teeth clean and sparkly. The rocks are part of the crust of the
Earth. There is a process to get the rocks out and to get them ready to clean your teeth!

MEC is here for Students AND Educators
MEC promotes the awareness of minerals in
everyday life through:
•
•
•
•

Free downloadable teacher resources
Searchable database of lessons and presentations
linked to teaching standars
Minerals database
Shop www.mineralseducationcoalition.org/store for
posters, gold panning kits, and more!

A Mining & Minerals Game

Visit www.MineralsEducationCoaltion.org
Email us at mec@smenet.org

Want to learn more about rocks and minerals?

Visit www. MineralsEducationCoalition. org for
more fun teaching tools about minerals and mining.

Ask an adult to help you access the MEC and Minerals Database
online at www.MineralsEducationCoalition.org/minerals-database
Answers are available online at www.mineralseducationcoalition.org/toothpaste-game

